CHILDREN’S GOVERNMENT
Meeting action points
Date

04.04.19

Start time

2.45pm

Finish time

3.15pm

Phonics Room

Location

Notes and Actions

Owner

Due date

Mrs I

Easter vac

Mrs I to
keep all
informed

ongoing

ONGOING ISSUES

1.

2.

3.

4.

Playground accidents
ISSUE: people are getting hurt in the playground
Latest ACTION:
 Nothing new to report
 Tyres now in school, being sorted in Easter hols
 Using soil from raised beds to fill and then we need to plant up
IMPACT:
Parking
ISSUE: parking around school is dangerous and inconsiderate of our neighbours
Latest ACTION:
 Richard Jackson, leader of the council, came to visit school yesterday to talk about the
dangerous parking around school
 Max & Abigail met with him
IMPACT:
BOB
ISSUE: children want to use BOB more
Latest ACTION:
 Nothing new to report
 Children will get feedback from their classmates after the Easter vacation
IMPACT:
Race Track
ISSUE: we have nowhere safe to ‘run’
Latest ACTION:
 Latest quote has come through - this is the one we are going with
 Work to be done during the Easter vacation!
 To include an additional area of artificial grass to link existing trim trail to new running
track to allow for access all year round
 Children’s Government would like an official opening with Max & Miss Hemsley cutting
the ribbon and then racing round the track!
IMPACT:
AOB
We have received a letter from Bramcote School Parliament requesting information about our
trim trail. They would like to know what the children think of it?









It’s amazing!
It lets children have a little place for challenge
Gives you exercise for different parts of your body
It’s good for me
Some bits are a bit tricky but you try, it might feel a bit scary, but you feel really proud
when you’ve done it
It’s good to have a challenge – for me some of the gaps are quite wide but I can just
reach them
Some children use it a lot, lots can go on it at the same time
Gives us a bit of exercise

Date of next meeting: Thursday 25th April 2019 at 2.45pm
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